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<< Founded in Weimar, Germany, in 1919, the Bauhaus School is best known 

for its contribution to industrial design. But artists such as Laszlo Moholy

Nagy, Oskar Schlemmer, Paul Klee, and Wassily Kandinsky undertook a wide 

range of aesthetic investigations, using the school as a laboratory to examine the 

formal principles of abstraction in painting, photography, and sculpture. They 

also explored the influence of technology, which had a profound impact on their 

work and ideas. These experiments led Moholy-Nagy and Schlemmer to develop 

a new kind of theater based on these principles. Their work was an attempt to 

synthesize the theater's essential components-space, composition, motion, 

sound, movement, and light-into a fully integrated, abstract form of artistic ex

pression. 

Moholy-Nagy referred to this idea as the Theater of Totality, a reinterpreta

tion of Wagner's concept of " total theater." Moholy-Nagy's approach to the syn

thesis of the arts reduced the importance of the written word and the presence 

of the actor, placing them on an equal plateau with stage design, lighting, music, 

and visual composition. His concept of the" Mechanized Eccentric" injected the 

qualities of machinery into every aspect of t he stage performance, including the 

costume design, props, and movement of the actors, resulting in a theater that 

emphasized the physical rather than the literary, and that reflected the speed, dy

namism, and precision of state-of-the-art technology. It is notable that Moholy

Nagy integrated mechanical motifs in all his work-not only theater but also 

painting, photography, film, and sculpture. 

In addition, Moholy-Nagy's theater challenged the relationship between the 

spectator and the performance. He called for the use of techniques that would 

alter the theatrical space, removing the traditional "fourth wall " that separated 

the audience from the stage. He envisioned mechanical devices that would move 

across a multi planed stage, a reorganization of the space that would literally im

merse spectators in the action. As Moholy-Nagy put it, the Bauhaus Theater 

would challenge the passivity of the audience, and "actually allow them to fuse 

with the action on the stage at the peak of cathartic ecstasy." >> 

1. T HE H ISTORICAL T HEATER 

The historical theater was essentially a disseminator of information or propa

ganda, or it was an articulated concentration of action (Aktionskomenl ratio1l} de

rived from events and doctrines in their broadest meaning- that is to say, as 
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"dramatized" legend, as religious (cultist) or political (proselytizing) propa

ganda, or as compressed action with a more or less transparent purpose be
hind it. 

The theater differed from the eyewitness report, simple storytelling, didactic 

moralizing, or advertising copy through its own particular synthesis of the ele

ments of presentation: SOUND, COLOR (LIGHT), MOTION, SPACE, FORM (OBJECTS 

AND PERSONS}. 

With these elements, in their accentuated but often uncontrolled interrela

tionships, the theater attempted to transmit an articulated experience. 

In ~arly ep~c drama (Er:ahlungsdrama) these elements were generally employed 

as illu~tratwn, subordinated to narration or propaganda. The next step in this 
evolutiOn led to the drama of action ('Aktz'onsd ) h h 1 f . . rama , w ere t e e ements o 
dynanuc-dramatic movement began to crystalli th th f. . . 

. , ze: e eater o rmproVJsation, 
the commedta dell arte. These dramatic form · 1 lib d fr s were progressive y erate om 
a central theme of logical in tell t al · · · 

. . ' ec u -emotwnal action whtch was no longer 
donunant. Gradually the1r morali · d th . 
f: f unh 

zmg an etr tendentiousness disappeared in 
avor o an ampered concentrati . 

on on action: Shakespeare, the opera. 

With August Stramm, drama develo d 
0':111da and from h d lin . pe away from verbal context, from propa-
o- ' c aracter e eatJo d 

· ts 'th n, an toward explosive activism. Creative expenmen Wl MOTION A.'JD SOUN ( h 
tus ofhuman source f .

0 
speec ) were made, based on the impe-

s o energy, that lS the " . " 
offer narrative material b t . ' passions. Stramm's theater did not 

, u action and tempo hi h 
most AL'TOMATIC.\LLY a d · h dl 'w c , unpremeditated, sprang al-

n m ea ong s . fr 
motion. But even in Stram , . uccesswn om the human impulse for 

m s case action was al th 
cumhrance. not toge er free from literary en-

'·Literary encumb , · th 
. ranee ts e result of th . . . 

tualized material from th e UllJUstifiable transfer of mtellec-
e proper realm of lit cr . 

story, etc.) to the stage whe . . erary euecttveness (novel, short 
. . re It mcorrectly r . 

re ult lS nothing more tha li . emruns a dramatic end in itsel£ The 
h . . . n terature If a reality . 

ow tmagmative is formu} t d . or a potential reality no matter 
uli , a e or VIsually expr d . ' 

pee ar only to the stage It · . esse Without the creative forms 
. . ls not until th t . 

economy of means are brough . . e ensions concealed in the utmost 
I . v . t mto uruversal and d . 
\a e creauve stagecraft (Biih Yflarlllc interaction that we 
d I ded abo nmgtstaltung) E · 
. e u ut the tnte value of . · ven m recent times we have been 
teal or · 'lar creative stagecraft h 

' tm• problems were unrolled . w en revolutionary, social, eth-
paraphernaJia. wnh a great display of literary pomp and 
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2. ATTEMPTS AT A THEATER FORM 

FOR TODAY 

a) Theater of Surprises: Futurists, Dadaists, Merz 

In the investigation of any morphology, we proceed today from the all-inclusive 

functionalism of goal, purpose, and materials. 

From this premise the FUTURISTS, EXPRESSIONISTS, and DADAISTS {MERZ) 

came to the conclusion that phonetic word relationships were more significant 

than other creative literary means, and that the logical-intellectual content (das 

Logisch-Gedankliche) of a work of literature was far from its primary ain1. It was 

maintained that, just as in representational painting it was not the content as 

such, not the objects represented which were essential, but the interaction of 

colors, so in literature it was not the logical-intellectual content which belonged 

in the foreground, but the effects which arose from the word-sound relation

ships. In the case of some writers this idea has been extended (or possibly con

tracted) to the point where word relationships are transformed into exclusively 

phonetic sound relationships, thereby totally fragmenting the word into con

ceptually disjointed vowels and consonants. 

This was the origin of the Dadaist and Futurist "Theater of Surprises," a 

theater which aimed at the elimination oflogical-intellectual (literary) aspects. Yet 

in spite of this, man, who until then had been the sole representative oflogical, 

causal action and of vital mental activities, still dominated. 

b) The Mechanized Eccentric 
(Die mechanische Exzentrik.) 

As a logical consequence of this there arose the need for a MECHANIZED ECCEN

TRIC, a concentration of stage action in its purest fom1 ( eine Aktionskonzentration 
der Biihne in Reinkult:ur). Man, who no longer should be permitted to represent 

himself as a phenomenon of spirit and mind through his intellectual and spiritual 

capacities, no longer has any place in this concentration of action. For, no mat

ter how cultured he may be, his organism permits him at best only a certain range 

of action, dependent entirely on his natural body mechanism. 

The effect of this body mechanism (KorperTTUdtanik) (in circus performance 
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and athletic events for el ) · . , xamp e anses essentially from the spectator's astonish-
ment or shock at the t 'ali · fhi P0 enb ties o s own organism as demonstrated to him 
by others. This is a sub· ti cr H . . . ~ec ve euect. ere the human body IS the sole medmm 
of configuration (Gest it g) F h . a un · or t e purposes of an objective Gestaltung of 
movement this medium i li . d th . . 'hi s rrute , e more so smce 1t has constant reference to 
senst e and perceptive (' · li "h , . 1.e., agam terary) elements. The inadequacy of 

uman Exuntnk led to th d d c: . • . f e eman 10r a prec1se and fully controlled orgaru-
zatton o form and motion i d d 

h , nten e to be a synthesis of dynamically contrasting 
p enomena (space form m . . 

. ' , otton, sound, and light) This is the Mechanized Ec-
centnc. · 

3. THE COMING THEATER: 

THEATER OF TOTALITY 

Every form process or Gestaltun has . 
from which it must d . g . Its general as well as its particular premises, 

procee m makin f' . . 
fore, clarify theater prod . ( g use 0 Its specific med1a. We might, there-

ucnon Theater t it . 
of its highly controversial media: the h ges a ung) tf we investigated. the nature 
the same time considered th dl urnan word and the human action, and, at 

' e en ess 0 ibili' · P ss bes open to their creator-man. 

The origins oh1L 
IC as conscious com . . 

recitations of the heroic sa Wh posJ~on can be traced back to the melodic 
th f ga. en mustc was t . d . . nl e use o HAR..\IO'I,IE.S (KLANc ') d sys emanze , permtttlng o y 
tl _, E an exclud' 
le 01uy place left for a special d mg so-called SOUNDS ( CERAUSCHE), 

. l . soun form (G .. h 
parucu arly m poetry. This erausc gestaltung) was in literature, 
. F . was the underl . 'd 1 ts, utunsts, and Dadai ymg 1 ea from which the Expression-
(L · sts proceeded · . 

aulgtdu·htt}. But today wh . 10 composmg their sound-poems 
all k.i d · en mus1c has b 11 s, the en orv-mechan· · een broadened to admit sounds of 

· Isttc effe t f 
a monopoh ofpoetn· 1 b I c 0 sound interrela•: h' · 1 . • . · t e ongs as uons 1ps IS no onger 
~)f mu ll:, much in the '~arne \\-a • ~ much as do harmonies (Tiine), to the realm 
1 to organize c1 1 • > at the task of · · 

. ear Y pnmary (ap rce . pamtmg, seen as color creation, 
t\llfl' ts, the Exprcs~ioni ts. the b d .Ptlve) color effect. Thus the error of the Fu-
{ auon becomes I a aJsts, and all th 
me 1

1
., • 

1 
c ear. As an example· th 'd ose who built on such foun-

.. m . . e I ea of E 
]t be 

an xzentrik which is ONLY 
rnu t 'd h 

· · 0\\cve t1 tllu tratn c ,; . r. lat those ideas · 
CWJ>omt fu , 10 contrad' · · · ., 'e unquestionabl . d lStlncnon to a literary-

} a \"anced · creative theater precisely 
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because they were diametrically opposed. They canceled out the predominance 

of the exclusively logical-intellectual values. But once the predominance has been 

broken, the associative processes and the language of man, and consequently 

man himself in his totality as a formative medium for the stage, may not be barred 

from it. To be sure, he is no longer to be pivotal- as he is in traditional theater

but is to be employed ON AN EQUAL FOOTING WITH THE OTHER FORMATIVE 

MEDIA. 

Man as the most active phenomenon of life is indisputably one of the most ef

fective elements of a dynamic stage production (Biihnengestaltung), and there

fore he justifies on functional grounds the utilization of his totality of action, 

speech, and thought. With his intellect, his dialectic, his adaptability to any sit

uation by virtue of his control over his physical and mental powers, he is-when 

used in any concentration of action (Aktionskonzentration)- destined to be pri

marily a configuration of these powers. 

And if the stage didn't provide him full play for these potentialities, it would 

be imperative to create an adequate vehicle. 

But this utilization of man must be clearly differentiated from his appearance 

heretofore in traditional theater. While there he was only the interpreter of a lit

erarily conceived individual or type, in the new THEATER OF TOTALITY he will use 

the spiritual and physical means at his disposal PRODUCflVELY and from his own 

INITIATIVE submit to the over-all action process. 

While during the Middle Ages (and even today) the center of gravity in the

ater production lay in the representation of the various types (hero, harlequin, 

peasant, etc.), it is the task of the FUTURE ACfOR to discover and activate that 

which is COMMO to all men. 

In the plan of such a tl1eater the traditionally "meaningful" and causal intercon

nections can NOT play the major role. In the consideration of stage setting as an 

art form, we must learn from the creative artist that,just as it is impossible to ask 

what a man (as organism) is or stands for, it is inadmissible to ask the same ques

tion of a contemporary nonobjective picture which like\vise is a GtStaltung, that 

ts, an organism . 
The contemporary painting exhibits a multiplicity of color and surface in

terrelationships, which gain their effect, on the one hand, from their conscious 

and logical statement of problems, and on the other, from the unanalyzable in

tangibles of creative intuition. 
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In the same way, the Theater ofTotality with its multifarious complexities of 

light, space, plane, form, motion, sound, man- and with all the possibilities for 

varying and combining these elements-must be an ORGANISM. 

Thus the process of integrating man into creative stage production must be un

hampered by moralistic tendentiousness or by problems of science or the INDI

VIDUAL. Man may be active only as the bearer of those functional elements which 
are organically in accordance with his specific nature. 

. It is s~~-evident, however, that all other means of stage production must be 

giVe.n pos1t1ons of effectiveness equal to man's, who as a living psychophysical or

garusm, as the producer of incomparable climaxes and infinite variations, de
mands of the conformative factors a high standard of quality. 

4· How SHALL THE THEATER OF TOTALITY 

B E REALIZED? 

One of two points of view still im d 
d 

. . . portant to ay holds that theater is the concen-
trate acUvatlon (Aktwnslwnzentrat · .1 f . 
moti H . zon, 0 sound, light (color), space, form, and 

on. ere man as coactor IS not n . . 
constructed hi h . c ecessary, smce m our day equipment can be 

w c IS 1ar more capable f . 
man than man him lf 0 execunng the Purely mechanical role of se . 

The other, more popular view will not relin . . . 
which is man even th h qUJSh the magruficent mstrument 

' oug no one has t l d th 
him as a creative medi th ye so ve e problem ofhow to employ 

. . urn on e stage. 
Is 1t possible to include lu's h 1 . uman OO'lcal fun . . 

centration of action on th . ' o· ctlons m a present-day con-
e stage, Without ru · th · 

from nature and without r.~w nnmg e nsk of producing a copy 
cuung prey to Dadai t M . . 

poo;ed of an eclectic patchw k h . s or erz charactenzatlon, com-
or w ose seemm d · 

The creative arts have d' g or er IS purely arbitrary? 
. 1scovered pure m di c th . 

pnmary relationship of col . e a •or e1r constructions: the 
or, mass, material B h 

que nee of human movem d 'etc. ut ow can we integrate a se-
ents an thoughts 

trolled, '·ab olute" eleme ts f on an equal footing with the con-
n o sound )j ht ( 1 ) 

reprd onlr summary su . ' g co or , form, and motion? In this 

rTh • gge bons can be mad th 
taltrtt.Jialtcr). For exam 1 h e to e creator of the new theater 

' t} • .1 · p e, t e REPETITIO f 
"'1 lluentJcal words and \\'l' th 'd 'cal ~ 0 a thought by many actors be l entJ or . . ' 

emplO)ed as a means of . varymg mtonation and cadence could 
creating synthetic (i . . ' 

.e., urufying) creative theater. 
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(This would be the CHORUS-but not the attendant and passive chorus of antiq

uity!) Or mirrors and optical equipment could be used to project the gigantically 

enlarged faces and gestures of the actors, while their voices could be amplified to 

correspond with the visual MAGNIFICATIO . Similar effects can be obtained from 

the SIMULTANEOUS, SYNOPTICAL, and SYNACOUSTJCAL reproduction of thought 

(with motion pictures, phonographs, loud-speakers), or from the reproduction 

of thoughts suggested by a construction of variously MESHING GEARS (tine ZAH

NRADARTJG INEINANDERGREIFENDE Gedankengestaltung). 
Independent of work in music and acoustics, the literature of the future will 

create its own "harmonies," at first primarily adapted to its own media, but with 

far-reaching implications for others. These will surely exercise an influence on the 

word and thought constructions of the stage. 

This means, among other things, that the phenomena of the subconscious and 

dreams of fantasy and reality, which up to now were central to the so called "IN

TIMATE ART THEATER" ("KAMMERSPIELE"), may no longer be predominant. And 

even if the conflicts arising from today's complicated social patterns, from the 

world-wide organization of technology, from pacifist-utopian and other kinds of 

revolutionary movements, can have a place in the art of the stage, they will be sig

nificant only in a transitional period, since their treatment belongs properly to the 

realms of literature, politics, and philosophy. 

We envision TOTAL STAGE ACTION ( GESAMTBOHNE.NAKTION) as a great dynamic

rhythmic process, which can compress the greatest clashing masses or accumu

lations of media-as qualitative and quantitative tensions-into elemental form. 

Part of this would be the use of sin1ultaneously interpenetrating sets of contrast

ing relationships, which are of minor importance in themselves, such as: the 

tragicomic, the grotesque-serious, the trivial-monumental; hydraulic spectacles; 

acoustical and other "pranks"; and so on. Today's CIRCUS, OPEREITA, VAUDE

VILLE, the CLOWNS in America and elsewhere (Chaplin, Fratellini) have accom

plished great things, both in this respect and in eliminating the subjective-even 

if the process has been na1ve and often more superficial than incisive. Yet it would 

be just as superficial if we were to dismiss great perfonnances and "shows" in this 

genre with the word Kitsch. It is high time to state once and for all that the much 

disdained masses, despite their "academic bacbvardness," often exhibit the 

soundest instincts and preferences. Our task will always remain the creative un

derstanding of the true, and not the imagined. needs. 
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5. THE MEANS 

Every Gestaltung or creative work should be an unexpected and new organ

ism, and it is natural and incumbent on us to draw the material for surprise ef

fects from our daily living. Nothing is more effective than the exciting new 

possibilities offered by the familiar and yet not properly evaluated elements of 

modern life-that is, its idiosyncracies: individuation, classification, mecha

nization. With this in mind, it is possible to arrive at a proper understanding of 

stagecraft through an investigation of creative media other than mao-as-actor 
himself. 

In the future, SOUND EFFECTS will make use of various acoustical equipment 
driven electrically or by some other mecharu' al S d . . c means. oun waves 1sswng 
from unexpected sources-for example a sp akin · · 1 1 d , e g or smgmg arc amp, ou -
speakers under the seats or beneath th fl f h . . . . e oor o t e aud1tonum, the use of new 
amplifying systems-will raise th d' , . 

e au 1ence s acoustic surprise-threshold so 
much that unequal effects in other areas will b d' . . e 1sappomung. 

COLOR (LIGHT) must undergo eve 
d 

n greater transformation in this respect than 
soun . 

Developments in painting d · th 
zation of absolut 1 val unng e past decades have created the organi-

e co or ues and as a 
luminous chromatic t N ' consequence, the supremacy of pure and 

ones. aturally the . 
their harmonies will t t 

1 
monumentality and the lucid balance of 

no o erate the actor . th . di . 
and tattered costuming od . WI m sunct or splotchy make-up 

'a pr uct of ffilSunderst d Cub' . Th 
u e of precision-made m talli' 00 1sm, Futunsm, etc. e 

e c masks and 
composition materials will th b costumes and those of various other 
subjectivity of expression dusthecome a matter of course. The pallid face, the 

: an e gestures of th · . 
ronment are therefore eli . d . e actor m a colored stage enVI-

mmate wtthout · · · . 
tween the human bodv and Impatnng the effecuve contrast be-

. d · any mechanical c . . 
proJecte onto various sur£ onstrucoon. Films can also be 

'll be · aces and furthe · 
w1 densed. This will . r expeflffients in space illumination 

f 
constitute the new 

0 modem technology will . ACTION OF LICHT, which by means 
. . . . use the most mte '6 d 

a P0 •bon of lffipi>rt<lnce equal tha ns• e contrasts to guarantee itself 
lM"Cn• ~I: to t of all othe th 
· -~-0 to • ~ze the JX>tential ofli h r r eater media. We have not yet 
effects ~ h g t 1or sudden o blind' · 

. • .or P 0 phorescent effects " b . r mg illumination, for flare 
ruzed wtth li ' 10r athmg th di · c maxes or with th •-I • e au tonum in light synchro-

e to1.41 extmguishi fligh 
ng 0 ts on the stage. All this, 
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of course, is thought of in a sense totally different from anything in current tra

ditional theater. 

From the time that stage objects became mechanically movable, the generally 

traditional, horizontally structured organization of movement in space has been 

enriched by the possibility of vertical motion. Nothing stands in the way of mak

ing use of complex APPARATUS such as film, automobile, elevator, airplane, and 

other machinery, as well as optical instruments, reflecting equipment, and so on. 

The current demand for dynamic construction will be satisfied in this way, even 

though it is still only in its first stages. 

There would be a further enrichment if the present isolation of the stage could 

be eliminated. In today's theater, STAGE AND SPECTATOR are too much separated, 

too obviously divided into active and passive, to be able to produce creative re

lationships and reciprocal tensions. 

It is time to produce a kind of stage activity which will no longer permit the 

masses to be silent spectators, which will not only excite them inwardly but will 
let them take hold and participate-actually allow them to fuse with the action on 

the stage at the peak of cathartic ecstasy. 

To see that such a process is not chaotic, but that it develops ,yjth control and 

organization, will be one of the tasks of the thousand-eyed NEW DIRECTOR, 

equipped with all the modern means of understanding and communication. 

It is clear that the present peep-show stage is not suitable for such organized 

motion. 

The next form of the advancing theater- in cooperation with future authors

will probably answer the above demands with SUSPENDED BRIDGES AND DRAW

BRIDGES running horizontally, diagonally, and vertically within the space of the 

theater; with platform stages built far into the auditorium; and so on. Apart from 

rotating sections, the stage will have movable space constructions and DISLIKE 

AREAs, in order to bring certain action moments on the stage into prominence, 

as in film " close-ups." In place oftoday's periphery of orchestra loges, a runway 

joined to the stage could be built to establish- by means of a more or less caliper

like embrace- a closer connection with the audience. 

The possibilities for a VARIATION OF LEVELS OF MOVABLE PLANES on the stage 

of the future would contribute to a genuine organization of space. Space will 
then no longer consist of the interconnections of planes in the old meaning, 

which was able to conceive of architectonic delineation of space only as an en-
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closure formed by opaque surfaces. The new space originates from free-standing 

surfaces or from linear definition of planes (wiRE FRAMES, ANTENNAS), so that the 

surfaces stand at times in a very free relationship to one another, without the 

need of any direct contact. 

As soon as an intense and penetrating concentration of action can be function

ally realized, there will develop simultaneously the corresponding auditorium AR

CHITECTURE. There will also appear COSTUMES designed to emphasize function 

and costumes which are conceived only for single moments of action and capa
ble of sudden transformations. 

There will arise an enhanced control over all formative media, unified in a har

monious effect and built into an organism of perfect equilibrium. 

-TRANSLATED BY ARTHUR S. WF.NSINGER 

Dick Higgins 

"lntermedia" (1966) 

Dick Higgins (second from left} pnforming Phili~ Corner's "Piano 
Activities." Courtesy of Archiv Sohm, Staatsgalene Stuttgart. 

"The Happening developed as intermedium, an uncharted. 
land that lies between collage, music, and the theater. It ts 

not governed by rules; each work determines its own 

medium and form according to its needs. " 
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